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Creating a Champion Community

Introduction
This document is a record of the data formally captured by
Ka Pai Carterton during the community engagement process
between April 1-January 2020.
The thousands of conversations with individuals, groups and
networks are reflected through the Community Report,
and support the ideas and themes captured in the following data.
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SURVEY
OVERVIEW

Ka Pai Carterton surveyed the Carterton District in July 2019, aiming to
find themes relating to how people feel about working, living, playing and
gathering here.
The survey was published on the Ka Pai Carterton (KPC) website, emailed
to the KPC database, print copies were distributed to Aged Care facilities,
the Carterton Library and Information centre, given out at meetings,
posted on Facebook and redistributed through networks.
A total of 182 people responded.
The findings show:

69%
Friendly

Of respondents were female and
identified most with Carterton township

Carterton is friendly, supportive and
does community well

Carterton's CBD is the biggest detractor
for the community, as are the lack of
infrastructure and things to do.

Addressing Infrastructure and transport
issues, high rates and lack of activities
would make this community more
liveable.
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SURVEY
HIGHLIGHTS

01

Q.1. Please select the option which best describes you

Q.2. Which part of the Carterton district do you most identify with?
Carrington
Carterton township
Dakins Road
Dalefield
Gladstone
Hurunui-o-rangi
Ponatahi
Longbush
Other
0

25

50

Q.3. What does our community do well?

75
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SURVEY
HIGHLIGHTS

Q.4. What bugs you about Carterton?

Q.5. What big change in Carterton would most improve your life?

INFRASTRUCTURE, ROADING,
CYCLE AND WALKWAYS
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SURVEY
HIGHLIGHTS

Q.6. What would make Carterton more liveable?

SERVICES

Q.7. What age group are you?

Q.8. What gender do you identify with?
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SURVEY
OPEN ENDED
REPONSES

Q.3. What does our community do well?
Helpful and friendly people * Arts and crafts and we are friendly and supportive if you need a hand *
Strong community relationships that communicate well * Cosmopolitan community...interesting
people live here *Voluntary, elderly, groups of men do a wonderful job of keeping the town clean
and tidy* Gardeners who attend hanging baskets, a bouquet to them. * Footpaths "mostly" smooth
and free of uneven surfaces for aged, wheelchair users. * Several (although there could be more)
'poo disposal dogs' and bag dispensers. * Roadside trees are well attended. * A great variety of
clubs, although some members not very welcoming to new members. * Art groups, activities out
number practical and social games - cards, scrabble, chess etc. * Friendly, welcoming, pretty, lots of
activities * Small town friendly people. * Supporting Community events * I have only lived here 2
months, but I like a wide variety of people, backgrounds, talents I have met. * I particularly like the
creative arts elements.* Engage with each other. Keep town tidy. Nice flower beds. * Encourage
small business. * Everything * We are progressive. * We love our public spaces and gardens * Very
friendly and welcoming. Also has a very good Community magazine which lets people know what's
on and groups of interest they might like to get involved in. * Volunteering, Low council debt,
Passionate about local democracy, Strong environmental record, especially 3 waters, Working
together of rural and urban communities, Excellent access to rail transport Small, friendly, helpful *
Beautiful and well maintained parks and gardens, eg:Carrington and Spark park. Also the green
waste management system is great. * The Events centre and library are places I visit often and really
enjoy. * Just the feeling of community and the people who live there who all support each other.*
Love the Events centre and the events they host * We have lived in Carterton for 20 years and love
this town.we think there is something for everybody, a lot of things are done here to involve the
community. * Works alongside businesses to promote Carterton, tries to make it easier to operate in
Carterton * Communicates well * Supporting each other. * Being good neighbours. * Lots of great
activities for kids. * Parks are tidy and well used and loved.Infrastructure (eg rubbish collection) is
reliable. * I like the library. Good live theatre at Events Centre * Smile at each other. * Ummmmm....
* Engage with each other, participate * Neighbourhood Watch and Support Groups. * Cares about
the people that live there *Events * Friendly people * Great community * Good shops for size Good
doctors Great food places Good friendly pubs * Great park, good if you own dogs * Do not see dogs
roaming often which is great * Tries to be innovative. * Great Balter bar and hairdresser. Tries to
make the c town keep humming.* Support the arts* Lots of ideas and community groups wanting to
make change * Lots of things happening in Carterton township. * Lots of opportunities to get
involved. * Having things going on at the Library and Events centre. * Community led Arts events like
Sunset Cinema, Kokomai and the Wai Art Festival. * It’s a happy, kind and inclusive community. * I
think the community works well together for events for the kids. * The people who live here are
awesome. * Events are well organised. * I have no idea. * Like many in the township I moved here
from Wellington. I have yet to discover (7 years in)what there is besides a great supermarket and a
so-so library. * The butcher was great - but gone, the Art gallery was great - but gone, the fresh fish
truck was great - but gone, and the rest of the shops (except Almo's) are pretty unspectacular - thank
goodness for Parkvale Mushrooms. * The Daffodil Day stalls are really uninspiring ( it needn't be there's some great crafts people and artisan foodies in the district) and if you work during the day
there doesn't appear to be any 'night' classes, groups etc worth joining up for through which to meet
people or learn something.* Not a whole lot really *
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SURVEY
OPEN ENDED
REPONSES

Q.3. What does our community do well? continued
Support those in need * Taha Maori * Community connection, volunteers, families * Things like the
community garden, where actual people get on and do actual things rather than just talking about
them. * Friendship Friendliness Interactive, with the community with activities promoted like Daffodil
Day *Everyone is very friendly and inclusive. * There seem to be a lot of group events on during term
time which I think is great *Pools free over the summer.* Library and holiday programme.* Park and
exercise ring.* Strong in arts, culture and heritage, friendly to newcomers and connected to the
community. * Large supportive volunteer base.* The library, and free pools. * The gardens always look
good. * Support each other, get on board with projects that are for the good of the whole community
* We give things a crack! So many individuals and groups taking risks, trying hard and giving things a
go.* Support one another * Connects, friendly, smiley, kind, passionate, groups, arts, programmes like
the holiday one... * Community for family’s * We do Community well. Support, time taken, care * Cares
for each other but ........................* Caring community everyone rallies around if someone needs help *
Organise community events. I'm also seeing, compared to the previous decade or two, more people
starting to take pride in the appearance of their houses (perhaps due to property price booms and
younger families?). * The free swimming at the pools is amazing. * Carterton has a decent variety of
take away food options for its size.work together * Art promotion * Friendly * Welcoming to new
residents. * Social enterprise * Welcomes others * Offers opportunities to be involved with a huge
range of activities that contribute to our vibrant and friendly community. * Community, togetherness *
Local halls, Tararua Forest Park, cafes, trains (could have more especially at the weekend, film nights at
events centreKids activities, helping each other, * Enthusiasm * Supports each other * Creativity,
communication * The town looks great, lots of open spaces for different activities. * Sunday market,
streetscape, dog runs, parks.

Q.4. What bugs you about Carterton?
Lack of consultation with public over the overall look/marketing of our town. * An assumption by a few
that everyone wants what they do. For example the town clock 'bold' choice and the rainbow painting
in Holloway street * Run down shop fronts main road traffic * Infrastructure * The long High Street,
north to south. * Shopping area on either side of High Street, no side street businesses. * Heavy
smelly trucks through business area, sometimes leaving their evidence. * Crazy high rates. * SH2 traffic
making it almost impossible to cross the road, so access to our shops and cafes is hard. * Similarly
riding a bike on High St is horrible. * Too many second hand shops and amateur art galleries.* Limited
work opportunities* Traffic issues morning and evening through the town.* Pop approaching 10,000
yet it's hard for small businesses to thrive on the main street * Too ‘white’ middle class. * Trucks going
through town. * Building consents department - officious and bullying.* Everything shuts down after
hours. * Not much for young people to do.* Too much traffic when you try to cross the road, have to
use pedestrian crossings. * The hazardous intersection coming out from the New World supermarket.
It is often difficult to get a safe view of oncoming traffic. A roundabout is possible and is urgently
needed to overcome these hazards.* The lack of nice scenic walkways or tracks to walk on. * No
picture theatre, could do with a small boutique type one like the Screening Room with a nice
restaurant. No decent swimming pool either.* Too many takeaway restaurants * Exploitative and
extractive agricultural practices that abuse the land and animals * Local body politicians and council
executives who have lost touch with less privileged citizens * Unchecked development sprawl *
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SURVEY
OPEN ENDED
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Q.4. What bugs you about Carterton? continued
Neglect of public and active transport modes * Effective urban rating subsidy to forestry industry (esp.
harvesting and transport) as no means to recover high rural road maintenance costs from those
companies who tear up those roads * Reliance on intensive dairy and fixation commodity volume
strategy at the expense of the environment * High car dependency * There seems to be a faction that is
trying to gentrify Carterton. I don't want to try to compete with the Greytown ethic * SH2 * The main
street shopping district could do with an upgrade, new paint to freshen would make the town appear a
lot more presentable to travellers passing through.*The main road through town which blocks up
because of the pedestrian crossings, they need to upgrade Lincoln road so there is another road. * The
number of run down shops in the business area.* The extensive no parking area south of the old Post
Office and up past Carters Building Co until Carrington Park.* The appalling train service over each
weekend * High cost of rates * The anti abortion and religious signs on the way into Carterton. * How
busy the main road is. * Shop frontage with veranda on main road some of them are ugly and outdated.*
Can seem dreary and run down in parts * Needs more good restaurants/cafes etc to attract visitors *
Driving to other places for stuff. * We need a secondary school and a covered community pool and
recreation centre. Maybe we need a few more residents to support these things. * lack of parking,
supermarket has gone down hill * far too expensive rates.* Council processes that are really difficult to
understand.* Some cliches. * Parochialism and patch-protection to a degree * Nothing comes to mind.*
Not enough doctors for the community * Council works sitting in gardens slowly pull weeds * Seeing
town clock unfinished! * The main road just has too much traffic now and the main street needs painting
up. * As do old buildings.* Limited hours at the tip. * Spending money on silly things e.g painting the
pavers in Holloway street * Very disjointed, not enough collaboration * Used to pay rates to Carterton
district but mostly used Masterton services, where I was excluded eg Library - about time this got
sorted.* The gap between the residents that have been here for multiple generations and those that are
relative newcomers. * There is a feeling like Wellingtonians are moving in and people don't like the
change so there is some ill will. * There is also some ingrained racism often found in small towns. The
supermarket is also really expensive compared to Masterton.* High rates, unloved and unkempt shop
fronts on high street. * The state of the road at the bottom of Norfolk Road where the log port is.* Would
love to see a cycle track up Norfolk road to Mt Holdsworth * The slow traffic going through town *
Transport throughout the Wairarapa, town plantings needs to be more contemporary, slow uptake on
everything * State highway 2. * Smelly cattle trucks. * Not much greenery or neat shops back from the
road * Shops in Carterton are poor and not well maintained. *The seemingly lack of a plan....for anything
- it's ageing population, it's increasing traffic, it's inability to encourage weekend shoppers from Greytown
(which is only 5 minutes away - they would rather travel 15 mins to Martinborough) because other than
the Clareville Bakery Cafe, there is no reason to come this far. As for the Over Sew thing - great idea really badly organised - lack of opportunity to see the garments up close (I would have paid to be able to
do so) to make an informed 'People's Choice' vote, limited shows and useless media coverage before and
after - such a waste!...and now it's gone (have to say I'm not sorry - but what a wasted opportunity - could
have had an entire 9 days of textile type like events and encouraged visitors from all 'round the country).
* Carterton needs to stop thinking 'small town' and start thinking 'worth visiting'.* The sense of
stagnation, clinging onto things for the sole reason of having something to identify with. * Doesn't even
attempt to modernise or move with the times like Greytown has. * Having to go to Masterton as I can't
buy what I need locally. *
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Q.4. What bugs you about Carterton? continued
An identity that is just about us, not as a comparison, and starting the communication between us. *
Dilapidated and poorly maintained commercial buildings on the High Street * There is no vision for the
future.High rates. * Lack of decent shops * Ghastly gravel on the footpaths. * Housing growth and
infrastructure are incompatible * The lack of indoor entertainment for children * For a growing
commuter community, the shelter at the train station is woeful.100+ ppl all crammed under one small
awning in autumn & winter. * More shelter please.Inadequate train service to Wellington and would be
great heading north too. * Shabby shop fronts with owners not maintaining their buildings. * Not enough
decent shops. A decent bike/walking circuit would be good. No real night life for 30-50 that is not Ev's or
Marquis.* We can't seem to move forward with a better shopping area, * We shouldn't have industrial
shops like Carter's and the motorbike shop and Farmlands on the main street.*The road sign outside of
Featherston does not even mention Carterton, only Greytown and Masterton.* The high Rates we have
to pay.* Less services and more retail stores are needed. * The council cutting down trees in our streets
and not replanting. * The lack of identity. Being known for something. * Soulless High Street. * The
empty shops and lack of consistency in their appearance.....It bugs me that sometimes people with less
of a progressive mind, try to hold back our amazing town to move ahead in a unique way, led by the new
ideas! * Untidy town and shops * High rates. Lack of good shops... does little to help itself - confuses
complaining with action * Our shop frontages need a major overhaul to attract tourists to come further
than Greytown. * How non-Cartertonians perceive the town based on the main street. It's improved a lot
over recent years but driving down the road it doesn't appear like a place you want to stop. * The shop
frontages are all aligned right up to the road and there is no street-front seating or open areas or trees
to break it up - it's just a big long line of random signs, a lot of which are still old, wonky or need TLC. *
The hanging baskets are nice but not enough. * A lot of buildings are unoccupied. If buildings aren't up
to standard perhaps they could be knocked down and create room for more interesting areas OR for
parking (so some of the on-street parking could become seating & trees).It's also missing hot pools. *
And affordable rural rubbish/recycling collection.traffic volumes on the Main Road. * Not much - only
been here 6 mths. * Lack of investment by property owners in their properties. * Council not so
progressive. * Not much in the way of modern thinking when it comes to the environment.* Duplication
of initiatives, lack of amenities, low job growth, high suicide rate, no movie theatre or pool. Increasing
traffic. * Small things get a lot of airtime * There's no such thing as a quick visit to town. Just kidding!I love
the smiles of recognition and the chance meetings for a catch up! * The main Street needs a serious lift,
standardise shop fronting and give the street some wow factor * Traffic on SH2 too fast, no cycling
alternative to SH2 to Greytown or Masterton. * Too many possums, rats and mustelids, no community
orchard, not enough native planting, too much sprawl on productive farmland, no apartments near
station for young people, not much for apprentices, not very multiculturalNot too much to do in the
evenings * Too few people making all the decisions. * High rates. * Unattractive main street *
Maintaining momentum in projects and events amongst the community * Park road being so rough *
Nothing comes to mind * In all honesty I think Carterton has a pretty neutral clean slate and hasn't
categorised itself in a certain kind of genre or class, could do with a bit more Te Reo representation in
the region.* Water pollution and a lack of a waste management plan looking at the future. * Not enough
to do for kids * Nothing, happy with Carterton.* Like to see more people actually doing the do, could be
more progressive.
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Q.5. What big change in Carterton would most improve your life?
*Needs a dairy or fish and chip shop down far Southend * A dump shop, where everything
doesn't have to be landfilled. Instead being resold into the community and donated to
community orientated projects. Also more creative collaborations and more representation of
local goods * More reasons to stop in Carterton rather than just driving through * Really
embrace being the hinterlands of Wellington * More Carterton * Clear strategic direction
backed up with finance and accountability * According to our kids we need a fast food outlet
here.* May be put in underpasses for the crossings.* Traffic. * Paint and make the place shine
with excitement.* Decent restaurants and shops on the High St. * It’s very shabby.* More
places to shop so we don't have to travel to Masterton anymore. * More quality
restaurant/cafe options * A store becoming available I can lease on the main street for my
business, * Nicer high street - remove the highway and have it more as a place to spend time,
relax and enjoy. * Wider range of shops. Healthier food options (ie: subway etc)A butcher, a
delicatessen, an all day Saturday chemist more businesses and leisure activities *Move the
SH2 traffic away from the shops, which would make it safer to get around and improve our
business area* Central affordable place where people can hang out together and do practical
things.* Regulatory pathway and community processing facility that enables private harvesting
of wild animals for use by poor families (e.g. deer, goats, pigs and rabbits)Outdoor college/
polytech organisation to reconnect children and young adults with the environment, make
them resilient and give them self-confidence. * Network of walking and cycleways connecting
all towns and conservation land main access points.* Special land zoning for high density
small/tiny homes with communal facilities.* Greater emphasis on education and support for
the very young and school kids. Ensure access to higher level tertiary education for those who
are capable. * Revamp the CBD- property owners responsibility * Reduce / Divert heavy trucks
through town eg to Norfolk Road from roundabouts at each end in Dalefield or Anderson
Line.walkways and cycleways, walking paths, trees * Bike paths and divert heavy traffic it’s a
shocker. * An organic produce shop. * A roundabout at the new world intersection * Speed
limit on SH2 at all busy intersections * Cycle lanes.More train services to Wellington * Major
expenditure on assets and services spread over the life of the project.Forget about the fear of
debt.current expenditure appears to be the liability of current rate payers instead of paying it
forward * Cheaper rates * Cycle trails around Carterton and in between towns as roads aren't
safe.lower rates * Lower rates for all.* Better connectivity - rural broadband and cell phone
coverage.* Widening and resurfacing Lincoln Road from town down to Dalefield Road.* Hold
on Rates * More services for the rural community please, recycling drop off points would be
fantastic. * Rubbish collection at Clareville instead of hiring wheelie bins! * Bike LanesCycle
track up Norfolk Road * I don't live in Carterton, but decent road repairs. see next question *
Cycle lanes connecting towns and rural areas * Cycle ways. Walking connections between
streets so don't have to go on state highway 2 to walk anywhere. More native trees and birds
and walks * Less Council spending in Holloway St and more on High St.* A simple crossing on
High Street South down by the Bus stop near the Royal Oak. crossing the road there is
impossible at certain times of the day and on weekends. * Not sure. * Rates are high. *
Subdivisions everywhere. I liked the semi rural life, which is slowly disappearing due to
subdivisions.
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Q.5. What big change in Carterton would most improve your life? continued
* Day time public transport to/from Wellington. The current train timetable during the day is
useless.* Vehicle diversion along Lincoln Rd for all big trucks with a round about at the
junction at the end of Dalefield and State High way 2 * Another roundabout or similar traffic
spacing mechanism * More trains in and out * Additions to rail timetable * Reduced rates *
More frequent trains and safer speeds in town. For the planet too! Equally important is
protecting native ecosystems.* A train that ran on a Saturday with better options to get into
Welly * The sports hub happening, in it's originally-conceived glory (including indoor aquatics)
- bringing together most sports in one location, combining all of their social potential and
providing a big central attraction to the town.*A Bunnings with parking Lincoln road ? Or a
large set of purpose built sheds for community activities like climbing and trampolines , soft
play, ice rink with coffee shop - or both * Nice walking tracks and a Movie theatre.* A proper
recreation centre with pools, fitness centre and hireable spaces. An indoor year round
aquatic/exercise centre * Having an indoor centre for children when the weather is terrible *
Shelter, seats, tables in the area of the train station.* A small container cafe at the park.
Renovation or extension to the community pool.* An integrated sports facility... squash, Rock
climbing, multi use courts creating a social hub of sorts.*Something family oriented for the
weekends. Jumperama or some other indoor/outdoor entertainment. * Bowls, movies? Be
nice not to have to go to Masterton or over the hill when you want to do things with the
kids.* More active stuff for kids to do.* Kids play centre * Place to go with kids * Better
facilities and shops * Not mine but teenagers lives...make Clareville a more accessible place
for teens. * Build an extension of off road cycleways begin along rail route, from North
Carterton to Showgrounds. This opens venue to casual sport and self directed games plus
the more organised ones.* A greener centre would create a place where my family and I
would like to hang. Now its pretty barren and mainly seen as a 'drive through town' * The
health system , more doctors being available * More participation by the community, less
apathy! * One on one consultation.Being asked before things happen * More permanent GP's
so easier to get appointments sooner * For all businesses and individuals to embrace *
Sustainable Goals. * We can go to the dentist, the doctor, the podiatrist... but where do we
go for our mental health? Somewhere amazing here, would definitely improve my life!*
Higher wage growth and opportunities for locals, many groups try to achieve too much with
little to show.* Swimmable rivers, ALL waterways are clean.* Not sure BIG change is
needed.Its a great place to live.More fine tuning a number of areas, community events, and
opportunities, attracting more employers etc * Nothing * I don't want a big change, the
community centre was too big by my standards * No big change would improve my life *
Unsure * My life is good as is thanks * Runcimen's pet food factory being moved out of the
centre of Carterton. This is now not appropriate in town * More information about what’s
happening in town, events etc Knowing shop closing times as its varies.*
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Q.6. What would make Carterton more liveable?
Looking at what it was that attracted people to live in Carterton and using that as a basis to
decide on what actions to take, and a better public transport system * More emphasis on what
we do well - rather than gimmicks. Painting the heritage Clocktower with stripes is offensive *
Improving the look of the high street * Continuing beautification. * Better public transport,
both rail and road. * I think the clock tower should be painted with rainbow colours. Great
symbolism and a joyous sight.* More parking * Shops. More medical people.A decent cafe *
More social options. Coffee, decent bar, good cuisine.* Better town centre, nicer shops for
good shops to rent * A Kiwibank :) a Subway * Bars and cafes open all week * More "nuts and
bolts" shops to allow local shopping rather than another bloody trip to Mitre 10, Kathmandu or
the Vault in Masterton * More action down town * Reduce traffic. Brighten it up. Bring in
investment.* Main Street appeal * Better walkways and connections between streets. * Cycle
ways. Stop smelly big trucks. Do something with the main shopping area. Maybe ships set back
from road with more greenery * More retail shops. * Better local shops and general tidiness *
A multipurpose indoor/outdoor market place/resource centre, preferably on the main street
*CyclewaysBike lanes and tracks * Cycle tracks and walkways * Bike paths * A secondary
school. Travelling to Masterton/Greytown for school is a real bind on parents trying to hold
down jobs. * As I don't actually live in Carterton, and to be fair don't have much to do with the
council out in Longbush. If anything, the road repairs past the mushroom factory just after
Tiffin road intersection are terrible and need to have something done about them. As does the
repairs to the washed out bridge just past Gladstone School. Both are bad patch jobs and
make the road very uneven * An off road cycle trail or at least roads off SH2 that get you from
one end of town to the other. And maybe even to Greytown! * A bypass * Weekend train travel
timetables increased and greatly improved. * Better street lighting - quite dangerous to walk
after dark because cars don’t see you.* Perhaps better traffic control - maybe a by-pass to the
East of Carterton town.* Lower rates * Cheaper rates * Lower Rates * Lower rates..*We have
been here for 20 years and the only improvements they have done is street lights and our
driveway entrance. They have added cost for our water and taken away our free rubbish bags.
*Lower rates, lower costs * Lower Rates * Lower rates, went up over 40% in the 8 years we
lived there. * Rates are too high compared to other towns.* Reduced rates * Lower rates and
looking after the poorer members if our community * Lower living costs
(power/rates/insurance etc) * Like it as it is. Like the people and enjoy the rural feel of the
town. * I don't think there is anything I think it is a great community * Pretty much have what
we need * Better medical facilities there is only one medical centre. * Wheelibins for rubbish
as well as the recycling. * For improved services like a new medical centre to be built, a 4 week
wait to see your own doctor is not acceptable in a community with an increased older
population. * Cycle trails and better swimming pool. * More family attractions and walks
around town * Walking track the length of the rail line.* Upgrade of the swimming pool.Ideally
there needs to be an industrial area set aside for businesses away from the heart of town and
amongst housing * As above, more weekend activities. * I love living in Carterton already...
maybe a cinema? * Facilities sporting *
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Q.6. What would make Carterton more liveable?
* A or several seniors exercise outdoors areas or similar equipment as in Carrington park
being at South end of town eg Bird park - Charles Street playground, also possible at North
west (Space at Sparks Park). We oldies need more exercise than walking the streets! * Good
roads all the way to the coast * Better public transport (night buses on the weekends, better
timetable for Wellington trains, trains more affordable * Its already a great place to live
however a more frequent bus service to and from Masterton would improve the life of non
drivers.* More rail connections, to Wellington and North * The possibility of a bypass * Highspeed transport to Wellington * A more reliable train service with increased frequency of
trains especially at the weekend * Taxis and or improved public transport, better/more trains,
more shops and improved green spaces and trees along high street * More trees, less sprawl,
slower speeds, more safe walking crossings * Stop the division with Neigbouring communities
eg Masterton * More self help rather than expecting CDC or some other "sponsor" to do it for
us. We grow by working together on projects * More community gatherings for new residents.*
Just delivering something tangible instead of being spread too thin with too many lofty ideas *
More bridges built between community projects across the Wairarapa region, many hands
make light work. Seems like there are a few things on similar wavelengths and combining
sources together could set up stronger community projects that have significant longevity and
sustainability *Again, Rivers, clean water * Ensuring those near the bottom are having good
lives.* Less dictatorial Council. * They need to listen to the people and get out amongst them.*
Regulatory pathway and community processing facility that enables private harvesting of wild
animals for use by poor families (e.g. deer, goats, pigs and rabbits) Outdoor college/polytech
organisation to reconnect children and young adults with the environment, make them
resilient and give them self-confidence. * Network of walking and cycle-ways connecting all
towns and conservation land main access points. Special land zoning for high density
small/tiny homes with communal facilities.
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CREATIVE FOREST
ENGAGEMENT
In August 2019 Ka Pai Carterton teamed up
with Creative Forest, experts in building
Collaborative Learning Communities and
Knowledge Networks, to deliver a 3 day
community engagement. Creative Forest's
ground-breaking methodology essentially is a
learning eco-system and provided the structure
to help us determine the potential of our
community.
Held in the Carterton Events Centre foyer, the
concept encouraged an understanding of
Community Led Development by asking people
what skills they brought into the community as
well as what bright ideas they had to better the
community. It also enabled Ka Pai Carterton to
align potential projects with the skills and
resources already in our community.
A physical representation of a 'creative' forest
brought the event to life - with plywood trees
crafted by the clever blokes at Carterton's
Menzshed, trees and plants generously loaned
from Clareville Nursery, a stunning
contemplation seat from local artisan, Tom at
Formed Concrete Design.

03

Approximately 750 people attended one of the
4 events held over the 3 days.
Through the engagement process, as the
community came to better understand Ka Pai
Carterton, it became apparent that initial
analysis needed revising to better reflect the
intent of the users. This included
Regrouping the themes to better reflect
intentions of submissions (eg Community
Garden to Urban Planting and Thoughtful
Spaces)
Using KPC's existing knowledge of the
discussions and feelings within the
community
Cross checking data with person submitting
to ensure placed within intended theme
Acknowledging Youth as an audience rather
than a theme
Based on these revised assumptions, the
following themes and descriptors have been
established, and ideas collated accordingly.

BUSINESS

Specialist goods or services with stand alone identification

CARTERTON ID

Carterton's branding proposition for township and district.

CBD / RETAIL

Anything in the geographical space that will enhance Carterton's
vibrancy excluding planting.
Dedicated multi-purpose spaces for community groups, clubs or
individuals to run workshops or activities.

COLLABORATIVE SPACES
CREATIVE ARTS, PERFORMANCE, Arts, Performance, Education, STEM
EDUCATION, STEM

INFRASTRUCTURE, TRANSPORT, Territorial authorities responsibilities and how people get to, from
and around Carterton safely and timely
CYCLE AND WALKWAYS
Activities, events, sports and recreation
STUFF TO DO
URBAN PLANTING

Urban planting and thoughtful spaces

VALUES AND SUSTAINABILITY

Initiatives that promote community wellness

YOUTH

Initiatives who's target market is Children/young families
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CREATIVE FOREST
ENGAGEMENT
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The data collected the events show the themes most important to attendees were:

More Stuff to Do
Carterton residents and visitors want more leisure
activities, entertainment, recreation, sports and
events in their community

CBD/High Street Revamp
Carterton residents and visitors want the CBD /High Street
area updated, addressed, beautified

Infrastructure, Transport,
Cycle and Walkways
Carterton residents and visitors want to be able to get around, to
and from Carterton more readily, safely, enjoyably and timely

Primary, Secondary, Support
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Carterton High Street - Traffic Overload
Submitted by DR Lovatt via email 23.9.19 to support idea shared at Creative Forest Event.
Traffic on the central business area of High Street is becoming increasingly congested.
Being part of State Highway 2 it is subject to inter- and intra- regional traffic in addition to
local traffic within the town area and that portion of traffic which actually has business or
domestic reasons for being there, including parking adjacent to High Street destinations.
Unlike Masterton and Greytown which have inherited three long parallel streets through
the central parts of the built-up areas, Carterton is not so fortunate. To create an
alternative route within the built-up area would involve much property purchase and
considerable disruption during construction. An alternative route beyond the built-up
area is the only reasonable alternative to enable the removal of traffic having no business
within Carterton.
There is a major choice for a bypass - East side or West side. Historically there have been
suggestions of a motorway from Featherston to Masterton close to the Tararuas. To be of
any use all of it would have to be in place before being opened to traffic and it would not
be particularly useful for intra-regional traffic. I suggest that an East side route is more
appropriate to overall needs.
From the North the route could commence at the Clareville intersection of SH 2 and
Hughes Line, traverse rural and join onto Rutland Road, follow Rutland Road to its South
end, and then curve to the west to link up with SH 2 either North or South of its
intersection with Waihakeke Road. This would attract all traffic on SH 2 which had no
reason to stop within Carterton.
While the costs would be high there are some benefits within the roading budget.
Maintenance requirements of the existing route are likely to involve complete
replacement of the pavement. Past restorations have generally been achieved by adding
layers on top of the original road surface. This has resulted in steeper and steeper
shoulders and parking lanes. Complete reconstruction could involve much excavation
including interference with subsurface services. With most of the heavy traffic taken off
High Street maintenance could be greatly reduced. The amount of materials and
construction costs are likely to be similar to the costs of the work on the bypass.
In my view it would be wise to obtain sufficient land on the bypass route to allow for
ultimate provision of a four lane motorway standard with grade separation and
interchanges. Initially only two lanes with ground level intersections would suffice but the
possibility of accidents may increase. Aggregate for the road formation and paving is
available from the Waiohine River. The removal of a substantial quantity of river stone
would benefit river control objectives.
As SH 2 is the responsibility of NZTA the project is in its court, but the consequential town
planning and social issues belong with Carterton District Council.
D R Lovatt, Carterton.
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YOUTH
ENGAGEMENT

Ka Pai Carterton engaged with all youth education facilities in Carterton,
and Kuranui College where Carterton college age children are zoned for.
to give the tamariki of Carterton the opportunity to participate and have a
say in the community plan.
Most facilities invited Ka Pai Carterton to visit their premises and engage
directly with classrooms or hubs to ensure a face to face understanding
of what our youth like, don't like and want to see in their future Carterton.
Feedback was captured in pictures, on post it notes, through show of
hands and discussions.
The data captured shows an overwhelming desire for more activities,
shops and food outlets.

545
FUN!

Carterton youth engaged with, face to face.
Kids in Carterton want more 'stuff to do'
- they want to be active and have fun!
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Who we spoke to:

What they want in Carterton:
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ENGAGEMENT

Given the strong skew, the
data was analysed further to
identify groupings within
the 'stuff to do' and
'business. The following is
the revised groupings, and
the individual post its.
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ADDITIONAL
SUBMISSIONS
- Gladstone School

At Gladstone School we are excited about joining together with our surrounding entities to establish
community driven projects. One of the initiatives we are keen to see come to life is a community
store. Situated just around the corner from the school we see it as a place our students could be part
of through the selling of student-created eco products, eggs from the school chickens, produce from
the school vegetable gardens and other things. The proposed store would also add to our community
hub where it would provide basic essential items for our parents, provide a place to meet and socialise
prior and after school pick-ups and drop offs. We could even look to the store for school lunches at
some stage in the future.
A second initiative we are keen to help with is the bike track that will link Carterton, Hurunui-o-Rangi
Marae, The Gladstone Inn, Complex, proposed store and school together. It would make our journey to
the local marae during school time much easier, helping to create a deeper bond between the two.
Our students would be able to utilise this track to get to and from sports practices at the Complex as
well as have a safe cycle option as a way of getting to school -currently cycling to school is not an option
as the road is far too busy and unsafe. By linking aspects of our community together with a bike track it
also promotes fitness and encourages our community to get out and about with their children in a safe
cycling environment. Once the bike track is connected it will link up to our school Mountain Bike Track
which will provide an exciting feature for adults and children to use and explore. Gladstone School
would become a destination, a place to end up at for some outdoor fun and excitement.
We are also looking to upgrade our school swimming pool. The pool currently leaks and is in need of
a complete overhaul. The cost of this is in excess of $50,000. Having a pool for the community to use
during the summer months is important for those families who live a long distance from town. The
pool will also add to our community destination
concept.
Sitting alongside the pool and the bike track is our Gibson Hall Building. This was one of the original
parts of Gladstone School and is currently under-utilised as a storage room. We are hoping to put
doors and a deck out the front of the building to provide a user-friendly library/community space
for people to gather around school pick up and drop off times as well as during the day. Students
would also use this as a learning space. We would also hope to work alongside the store to give our
students the opportunity to learn the art of barista coffee making so that students can operate a
student-led cafe out of the building during community days such as the Scarecrow Fair; Pet Day; Cross
Country etc...
Other projects at the school we are looking to develop for the benefit of the whole community is an
artificial cricket pitch and oval suitable for hosting community cricket matches and school
competitions. The planting of our stream into a nature area and outdoor classroom is something we
are keen to establish with the children also.
We are excited about linking up with the rest of the Carterton Community to see the Ka Pai Carterton
initiatives come to life.
Belinda Bunny
Principal
Gladstone School
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ADDITIONAL
SUBMISSIONS
- The Gladstone project

THE GLADSTONE PROJECT
An overview of the Gladstone Project was submitted for inclusion in the Ka Pai
Carterton plan so that future activities and ideas could be supported by Ka Pai.
Purpose: To provide a forum for collaboration, further strengthening our community
capacity and benefiting the economic, social, environmental and cultural wellbeing of our
local rural population.
Objectives:
1. To create a community hub, which serves to strengthen our community capacity,
reducing the physical isolation some face and increasing the resilience of our local rural
population.
2. To provide a forum for collective marketing, drawing visitors to the region thereby
benefitting the economic wellbeing of Gladstone-based businesses as well as the
community as a whole.
3. To provide the community with a convenient source of fresh, local, seasonal produce
and showcase the broad range of commodities produced in our community.
4. Focus on sustainable practices, building a cohesive, commercially viable business
model that operates collaboratively with existing businesses and will prosper well into
the future.
5. To serve as an information hub, providing tourism and other local information to
visitors and locals alike.
6. To provide opportunities for diversification to our farming community.
7. To provide a venue for the display and discussion of the arts, thereby increasing
community involvement in the many festivals held in the wider Wairarapa region.
8. To increase interest and disseminate knowledge about the history of the region.
9. To reinvest any profits in projects or initiatives that benefit the wider Gladstone
community.
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ADDITIONAL
SUBMISSIONS
- Dalefield Horse Riding Park

Dalefield Horse Riding Park
An overview of the Dalefield Horse Riding park was submitted for inclusion in the Ka Pai Carterton plan so
that future activities and ideas could be supported by Ka Pai.
Dalefield Horse Riding Park is proudly free of charge for all riders to enjoy.
So many disciplines in horse riding require a substantial financial investment, and I wanted this park to
be available to all. We have no entrance fees and no annual subs.
The forest block, Kaipaitangata Forest, is owned by Carterton District Council, and managed by Forest
Enterprises. The ride park was the Council's idea, and they have gifted the use of the land to us at no
cost. Our memorandum of understanding is valid for three years, but it is expected that it will
continue indefinitely.
The park provides our riders with a vehicle free environment, it remains solid under foot over winter,
and as there is no stock it doesn't close for lambing or calving. The tracks are nice and wide, with one
exposed track with stunning views, and one sheltered track away from the wind and sun.
At this stage there is about three hours riding in the park, but Council has recently cut a new loop track
for us, which will take it up to about 4 hours riding.We have been lucky to have a lot of support from
local businesses, and of course, Council, our major sponsor. This has enabled us to get the park open
with basic signage and infrastructure (a bit of signage and a few mounting blocks).
We would now like to develop our infrastructure further with another picnic table, hitching rails, more
mounting blocks, more signage, and some gravel in the car parking area.
If we were to dream really big, we would put in a bridge over the river, a float parking area in the park
itself (we currently park in a clearing on the side of Dalefield Road), some yards, and a turning circle. It
would provide a much safer environment for our riders to get ready, and takes away the risk of a horse
getting lost and hoofing it (literally) down the road. It would also allow us to lift the restrictions on float
numbers per booking - as currently we can only fit about 8 floats in our parking space.
We are an Incorporated Society, and have been granted Tax Exemption and Donee Status by IRD. We
are incredibly proud of our park. We have over 400 members on our group. You have to be a
member of the FB group in order to tick off the health and safety obligations. Rider uptake is now up
to an average of 6 groups per weekend. We are only open at weekends, as there are forestry vehicles
in there during the week.
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Ka Pai Carterton's social voice is inclusive, inquisitive,
celebratory, engaging. The data generated below is from
Ka Pai Carterton's Facebook and Instagram posts from April 2019 - Jan 2020
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KA PAI PRESS
A sample of the press coverage Ka Pai Carterton has enjoyed
from the district's three local providers - The Carterton Crier,
Wairarapa Times-Age and the Midweek.
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KA PAI CARTERTON'S PURPOSE:

'To enable Carterton to become a Champion community'
By that we mean we will work to support our community to realise the projects
identified in this document, and future projects that fall within the seven themes.
We will work with individuals, groups, governing bodies and local government,
anyone in the district of Carterton or supporting the Carterton district, whose
intent is the betterment of Carterton - for Carterton residents. Our work will be
guided by Manaakitanga - Caring always and showing respect.
KA PAI CARTERTON'S OBJECTIVES:

The
people
The
place
The
future

'He tangata, he tangata, he tangata'
Through engaging with and mapping our community, we now know
what projects are important to you, and we know the skills and
resources we have to support these come to fruition. But more
importantly, we have developed the relationships within our
community to enable Carterton to become a Champion community.
Our objective is to achieve our purpose collectively - with the
people of Carterton.

‘Whatungarongaro te tangata toitū te whenua’
We will be fiercely parochial. We will be collectively sustainable. We
will work with the assets and resources we have in our community people, skills, knowledge, land, infrastructure, authorities first and
foremost in a sustainable way, calling in expert resources or skills
only when unavailable locally.

‘Ka mura, Ka muri’
For Ka Pai Carterton to become redundant. To build our Champion
Community so that you hold the relationships, connections and
networks needed to enable future projects.
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SO WHAT NOW?
KA PAI CARTERTON'S INTENDS TO:

Engage

Align

Advocate

Ka Pai Carterton
will engage the
assets and
networks it has
developed to kick
start projects
within the themes
identified in this
plan that benefit
our community.

Ka Pai Carterton
will align projects
that work
towards
achieving the
same goal. Eg: a
space that can
be used by
multiple groups
rather than
individual spaces
for individual
groups.

celebrate!

Ka Pai Carterton
Ka Pai Carterton
will celebrate with
will advocate for
Carterton - locally our community.
Regulary.
regionally and
nationally. We will
work with external
resources to bring
additional skills,
funding and
compliance
needed to support
the realisation of
our community’s
purpose.
KA PAI CARTERTON WILL ENABLE PROJECTS BY SUPPORTING THEM THROUGH
A PATH TO SUCCESS:

PLAN

Identify Project
Determine who will
lead the project
and who will benefit
from the project

Make A Plan
Create a plan, outline
Bring it to us!
- what, who and how
Bring
your ideas and
much you will need.
plan outline so we
can asses it and see
how we can support
you to bring it to life.
Policies

Get Set Up
Ensure everyone has
what they need

Document
Your Process
Create ground rules,
prepare guidelines
for the project

DEVELOP &
EVALUATE
Launch Project
KPC will use the networks and
resources available to support
a smooth kick off

Monitor teams
Understand how
project and participants
are performing. Address
and support any issues

PREPARE

Gather
Resources
KPC will support you to
Identify leads, find a team
and access the resources
you need

Track Goals
Evaluate project
success based on
set project goals.

CELEBRATE

COMMUNITY
PROJECT
PLAN
TEMPLATE

C/-3 Mile
66 High St North
Carterton
hello@kapaicarterton.nz

Do you have an idea for a community project?

!
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We love ideas. We’d like to take your good ideas and make them happen - with the help of the
Carterton community, and of course, You! Below is a series of questions, they will help guide the
process. Once we have these we can sit down and really nut this out and see how we can support you
to realise this community project. Answer best you can and don;t worry if you get stuck - that's what
we are here to help with!

01

Describe your project in 1-2 quick sentences.

02

What issue, problem or topic does your project address?

03

Who is the target or beneficiary?

04

How, specifically, will this impact the community?

If you need a third sentence, you can't have one. Narrow the scope of the project until it
fits comfortably in one breath.

Recycling? Kids activities? Beautification? Community events? Transport? Social justice?
Food/air/water quality? Etc.

Who will be affected by the project? Who are the participants?

What are the specific goals/targets/objectives?

05

Is there a precedent for this kind of project in Carterton or elsewhere?

06

Are there any legal, political, or cultural considerations we need to take
into account?

07

Let's talk about time. Is this a one-time project or a regularly occurring one?

08

What specific resources do we need to make this project successful?

If so, how successful was it?

What would be the time commitment required from volunteers? How much time do we
need to properly plan and implement this?

How much money do we need to raise? How many volunteers do we need to recruit?
What stuff do we need (materials, event space, etc.)?

09

Do we need to get support from other stakeholders? If so, who?

10

What would the stakeholders' expectations be from the outcome of the
project?
T

11

Who's going to do what?

These are other organisations, companies, or individuals who are affected by the project,
including sponsors, volunteers, community members, and "relevant authorities."

In other words, why would they support us? Do they expect positive PR? Money? Free
access?

Community will do:

Idea Champion will do:

Ka Pai Carterton will do:

Yay !
You are done!
Now pop in and see us at 3Mile (thats at 66 High Street, next to Take Note
bookshop), and have a chat about how we can make this happen!

